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Introduction
The network environment is evolving, and the needs are many. Typical siloed and outdated infrastructure
simply can’t keep up with increasingly challenging, complex demands. Moreover, Cloud First initiatives
continue to expand, and the number of mobile and remote workers is on the rise. Growth in business-critical
applications, BYOD and IoT connectivity, machine learning, and automation are unprecedented. With the
ever-increasing challenges of securing data and networks against Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks and other cyber threats, as well as complying with increasing regulations and tighter regulatory
mandates, the traditional ways of managing DNS, DHCP and IP address management (DDI) are no longer
adequate. Government agencies, departments and supply chain integrators need to keep pace and learn
about these emerging realities, their associated best practices and how to transform existing systems and
processes to deliver next level networking. In doing so, organizations can evolve manual, inefficient, errorprone and vulnerable DDI from a security risk into a security asset that keeps applications running, data and
infrastructure secure, processes efficient, workloads automated and cyber villains out. But what exactly is next
level networking in DDI? What do government agencies, departments and organizations need to do to
maximize their security posture?
Next level networking means several things. It increases the visibility of every connected IP endpoint across
the network including external resources and users. It helps make DNS data exfiltration, phishing and spear
phishing things of the past, even when outside the network. It uses actionable intelligent threat insights to
block or redirect users before malicious websites are accessed or sensitive data can be lost. It protects
against remote command and control attacks. Further, it provides information to other security devices and
integrated ecosystem partners with increased visibility, faster threat responses, uninhibited remediation and
greater protection against top target cyberattacks.

Next Level Networks: Reliable, Agile and Secure
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Network Insight
Currently, many Government agencies and organizations within the supply chain are using an outdated or free
version of IP address management (IPAM), manual spreadsheets or other work-built tools to manage network
assets. This requires considerable manual work, is inefficient, unscalable, causes delays and makes interdepartmental sharing of accurate, real-time data impossible. Worse, it often produces duplicate or error-prone
data that fails to support critical business needs and decision processes. The key to resolving this issue lies in
building granular visibility of everything on the network. This is especially true for larger, more complex
networks that are geographically diverse, constantly adding assets and subject to regulatory data privacy
restrictions. Next level networking discovers all assets on the network automatically using old and new
conventions alike, and provides deep IPAM visibility for device connection, location and network activity. With
this visibility in place, if and when malware or other threats infiltrate the network, detailed device information is
instantly available so that action can be taken to remediate the threat before any damage can occur.

Actionable Threat Intelligence
For virtually all networks, threats can come internally or externally and through on-premise or cloud solutions.
Even in networking environments where best practices are followed, it’s only a matter of time before attacks
come. The question is what can be done today to delay the inevitable and, when they do, help stop the attack
and mitigate any damage. With the increased information traveling across the web, cyber-villains are taking
advantage of known vulnerabilities in addition to creating new ones. One of the most common and well-known
vulnerabilities is the DNS protocol. In many organizations, DNS is a security risk by allowing traffic through
freely without any sort of monitoring or protection. With next level networking, DNS becomes a security asset
by monitoring all DNS traffic and query logs to capture a rich depth of information for each IP endpoint. Next
level networking automatically detects DNS traffic engaged in data exfiltration and stops it in real time before it
can leave the network. It then provides evidence-based knowledge including context, mechanisms, indicators,
implications and actionable advice about existing or emerging threats and hazards. Using this information
enables fast, informed decision-making regarding threat response. When command and control servers use
DNS to take information out or put malware inside, next level networking puts an end to it regardless if the
devices are on or off the network. This keeps data securely inside the network even with remote and mobile
users and mitigates the risk of lost or stolen data via DNS data exfiltration.

Informed Ecosystem
Many government organizations have multiple IT solutions to provide security and efficient business process
workflows. Next level networking supports best practices for security by sharing information with other security
solutions within an informed ecosystem. However, as more devices are added to the network, Security
Operations Center (SOC) teams are challenged with keeping-up with the volume of security alerts and the
lack of integration among security tools. These generate their own incidents but don’t always share
information. This lack of interoperability and data sharing results in network and security silos that operate
without context.
In contrast, if a network engineer or SOC team member can see all the devices in a unified interface, this data
visibility provides context enabling faster response to security and network changes. The enormous value
derived from alert prioritization and shorter incident response times is the reason why so many organizations
are investing heavily in technologies to automate security operations and threat detection and creating their
own security operations technology by integrating multiple tools.
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There are also a number of benefits for the networking team. It begins with deep visibility into the extended
infrastructure, and the improved agility this provides. The sooner you see it, the faster you can manage it. It
also includes automation of network and IT workflows, especially in private/public/hybrid clouds. Teams
realize a faster, better ROI from IT investments already made. Ultimately, on-demand access to data makes
audit and compliance functions much easier and less stressful. Teams save time with a few keystrokes to
access and customize pre-built reports to produce actionable visualized data, vs. hours, days or weeks of
labor to find, analyze, and report on needed information.
To freely exchange information between tools from different vendors and shorten incident response time
requires a “neutral” “solution with no vendor-specific lock-ins. This allows enterprises to interconnect different
networks and security tools for visibility into the entire network, break silos between teams, automate
processes, reduce time to containment and improve ROI of existing IT and security investments.

Integrated with DDI & Security Ecosystem
Accelerating Incident Handling and Response with Automation

Context to Prioritize Remediation
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Solution

Operating in silos makes security and incident response efforts unnecessarily difficult due to manual,
inefficient, and latent data sharing – and ultimately is a waste of resources. This is why network and security
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teams need a better way to share information for the incident response. With interoperability in play, the
engineer would automatically receive the DNS data within SIEM, enabling faster threat detection. The security
engineer could then respond to the threat immediately, without needing the network team, and ensure the
malicious attack did not spread to the entire network.

Organizations need an operational
forensic database that provides:
• Complete network visibility through a
single pane-of-glass
• Faster time to containment
• Contextual event intelligence
• Maximized SOC efficiency

Integration is a key. A neutral party with open inbound and outbound APIs and out-of-the-box, vendor agnostic
integrations for cloud and next-gen environments help solve the problem. By providing a single-pane-of-glass
view, near real-time visibility across premises, cloud and hybrid environments, and near real-time threat
intelligence, government agencies and their supply chain can break data silos, achieve faster threat hunting
and response, and deploy actionable network intelligence throughout their ever-changing infrastructures. Next
level networking with an informed ecosystem integrates a range of security and network systems and tools,
including advanced threat detection (ATD), threat intelligence platforms (TIP), SIEM, vulnerability
management, NAC solutions, next-generation endpoint security, and integrations/communications with Aruba,
AWS, Cisco ISE, HP Enterprise, McAfee, Microsoft Azure, Nokia, Splunk, VMware and more.
As the volume of security alerts will only increase, security integration and automation within the ecosystem is
the new standard for government agencies, departments and supply chain integrators. It’s a smart way to
more effectively leverage all of the tools currently in the security ecosystem to derive the context SOC teams
need to keep business critical networks and data protected.

Certification
Another essential part of a secure network solution is ensuring that the supply chain is committed to
government security standards. Vendors need to prove that they meet published standards and continue to
certify to meet changing regulatory requirements. Next level networking solutions should be certified and
compliant with known standards including Common Criteria, Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA)
Approved Products LIST (APL), FIPS 140-2, FedRAMP and others.

Common Criteria (CC):
Common Criteria certification ensures that the evaluations of products and protection profiles are performed to
high and consistent standards. It also improves the availability of evaluated, security-enhanced IT products
and protection profiles. In addition, it eliminates the burden of duplicating evaluations of IT products and
protection profiles.
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Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) Approved Products List (APL):
Being on the DISA APL shows that the product has completed interoperability and Cybersecurity certifications
and allows for the purchase and operation of systems over all DoD network infrastructures.

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2:
This certification tests the conformance of 11 areas related to the design and implementation of a
cryptographic module. With FIPS 140-2 certification, agencies will know if the physical security mechanisms
provide a complete envelope of protection with the intent of detecting and responding to all unauthorized
attempts with physical access and also tells if the penetration of the product, from any direction, will have a
high probability of being detected.

Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP):
The Office of Management and Budget has directed U.S. federal agencies to follow an assessment and
authorization process called FedRAMP to ensure security is in place when accessing cloud computing
products and services.

Conclusion
Next level networking using modern DDI solutions gives government agencies, departments and supply chain
organizations the ability to transform the DDI platform from a security risk to a security asset. With increased
BYOD and IoT devices combined with mobile and remote users, next level networking helps secure and
support all DDI and DNS security infrastructure needs across the private, pubic or hybrid cloud. Next level
networking improves security posture by providing detailed information about all devices on the network,
detecting DNS attacks such as DNS Exfiltration, phishing and command and control attacks, and shares all
contextual data with third party vendors. Next level networking transforms the network control and
management planes into the modern data services that can keep pace with emerging trends and
requirements. Government agencies that consider these factors and build them into their infrastructure
deployment plans will improve data automation, efficiency, reliability and security to keep data and
infrastructure secure and applications available for agency customers, employees and the supply chain.
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